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News From Class 3
What a busy week for class 3. This week the year 4 and 5 children have been playing lots
of exciting games in numeracy to recap their knowledge of fractions. Year 6 have also been
working on fractions and have been excited about getting stuck into some really tricky
problems. They have enjoyed marking each other’s work and discussing who is correct!
We had a fabulous assembly on Wednesday where we showcased some of the musical talent
we have in class 3. I was astonished by their performances which were confidently introduced by other children in the class.
The year 6 children have been working really hard at home this week and I am really impressed with all the homework they have returned this week. Keep up the hard work and
thank you to parents for all your support.
It was lovely to have breakfast with the year 6 children on Friday and do a bit of problem
solving along side our croissants and tea.
News From Class 2
Wow! It has been a
very busy and very fun week! We had a wonderful time at the quarry.
We enjoyed seeing the machinery and how the rock is quarried. We
walked up to Coldstones Cut and looked across at the quarry. We were
amazed at how big it was and we were really lucky that the fog cleared
so we could see. Thankyou to our helpers who transported and supervised.
Viking Day was brilliant! The children looked amazing and we had a day
of fun activities. We made some super Viking shields which we enjoyed
battling with later on in the sunshine. We also produced some scary
Viking portraits with pastels which we will add to our Viking display. All
the children helped to prepare the Viking feast with Mrs Romilly. We
had pea and bacon soup, Viking bread and apple and cinnamon cake.

News From Class 1
This week we have enjoyed finding out more facts about chicks. The Year 1 children were very grown up and went onto the
computers to research their own facts on the internet. Did you know the closest living relative to the T-rex is a chicken?
And did you know chickens slurp up grass like spaghetti? We are gathering all the facts we are finding out to write our own
information text about chickens next week.
We have also been learning about the Easter story. The children can remember learning about Jesus when we did the
Christmas story and were excited to hear more. We created our own designs on Easter eggs and sequenced pictures of the
story so we could re-tell it in our own words.
Thank you to everyone who came to our Chick Assembly. As you can imagine, we have had a lot of fun practising for this one!
We can’t help but sing the Birdie Song on our way home now. A big thank you to all the parents who joined in with all the
boogying (we saw you!) and a special thank you to Emma and Kristin who loaned us the book. We also hope the children were
all proud of the certificates we gave out. I want to reiterate what I said in the assembly—we really do appreciate all the
parent involvement we have in Class 1. ‘Parent Voice’ is so important and we use it as part of our assessments to see the
whole child. Children are learning and developing all the time and it’s crucial we capture it all when completing the paperwork. We know we sent home a lot and we’re just so thankful for everything you do—homework, reading, KIRFs, emails…
just to name a few! Really, the certificates are for you at home too!
We also had our last Reading Breakfast this week. They have been a huge hit and the children have enjoyed sharing their
favourite books and their work with their loved ones. Thank you for all the support. We have got a lot of lovely evidence for
the childrens’ learning journeys :)

